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NOTE: FSManagerSetup64-4.5.zip and FSAuthorSetup64-4.5.zip are only required if the user
      is running 64-bit Windows. If not, use the standard 32-bit installers.

Known Issues:
 =>Prompting for a password for MS Word and Excel password protected documents is only
   available when securing to AZF format. It is not possible to prompt for a password for
   Powerpoint files as Microsoft has provided no API to handle this.  In all cases where
   the password cannot be handled automatically, the document must be opened in the
   original application (which will ask the user for the password) and secured from
   withing that application (or remove the password).
 =>When securing a PDF file that has been password protected with the "Changing the
   Document" restriction is set to "Not Allowed", FileSECURE will not be able to render
   its watermark on the resulting AZF file. In addition, if the original PDF is secured
   to prevent text extraction, text searching is not possible. FileSECURE uses Adobe's
   PDF Library for rendering AZF watermarks, and their library will not violate the
   "Changing the Document" restriction.  The solution to this is to unprotect the PDF
   file before securing.  In a future update, FileSECURE will provide a warning message
   when securing password protected PDF's.

Build 4.5.015 (03/30/10)
New Features: 
 +Check if DPAPI is working. An error message is now displayed if the DPAPI System is not
  properly installed on a user's machine.
 +Allow Authors to view permissions when securing files. (A new button is now available to
  view the permissions available to a Category when securing a document).
 +Default permissions are not added to Categories when creating them.

Bug Fixes: 
 -Fixed: Can-Add-New-Reader not editable for LDAP users Enabled field for LDAP Users.
 -Fixed: Resecure broken if file open in MS Word. 
 -Fixed: PowerPoint may hang/crash at startup if a screen capture application is running.
 -Fixed: SMTP crash when sending to an invalid address.
 -Fixed: Single-character wildcard (?) does not work.
 -Fixed: Missing resources.
 -Fixed: FS Manager: Cannot assign Supervisor to Editor during account creation.
 -Fixed: FS Manager: When assigning Supervisor to Editor, Require Machine ID is disabled.
 -Fixed: FS Manager: Editor Supervisor list randomly displays disabled users.
 -Fixed: Account filtering not working in Windows Explorer extension.
 -Fixed: Account filtering does not work in Offline Login dialog.
 -Fixed: Incorrect format shown when printing to AZF printer.
 -Fixed: Search wildcards not implemented consistently in FS Clients.
 -Fixed: SMTP does not work with gmail accounts.

Build 4.5.014 (03/05/10)
New Features: 
 +FS Reader now supports viewing of animated image files (GIF, MNG, and SVG) secured
  with the AZS format.
 +Watermarking is now supported for Flash (SWF), Text (TXT), and Web (HTML and MHT)
  files secured with the AZS format.



 +XPS files can now be secured directly to the AZF format if .NET Framework 3.0 or
  later is installed.
 +Improved performance and fidelity when securing HTML and image files to the AZF format.
 +FileSECURE programs can now submit crash reports to AirZip in case of unexpected
  failures.
 +Offline mode for Seemage/Dassault 3DVIA secured SMG files is now supported.

Bug Fixes: 
 -Fixed: Various incorrect error messages were displayed when failing to open files in
  FS Editor.
 -Fixed: The "Allow unrestricted selection and customization of security categories" 
  editor setting failed to take effect in FS Editor in certain cases.
 -Fixed: When opening a secure Office file offline without View permission, FS Editor
  would open an empty Office file instead of displaying an appropriate error message.
 -Fixed: Some FileSECURE-specific buttons were visible in FS Editor when they should 
  have been hidden, and pressing these buttons had no effect.
 -Fixed: Email encoding issues corrupted the message text of non-English emails sent
  via SMTP.
 -Fixed: AZF files containing originals could not be unsecured when offline.
 -Fixed: Viewing the FileSECURE Properties of a secure file did not work when offline.
 -Fixed: FS Editor failed to open secure files opened directly from Internet Explorer
  in certain cases.
 -Fixed: FS Editor failed to open secure files whose names did not exactly match the
  default naming convention (e.g. a file named PriceList_doc.azs failed to open after
  it was renamed to PriceList.azs).
 -Fixed: The "Resend New Account Message" feature failed in FS Manager if the manager's
  organization name was different from the organization ID.
 -Fixed: The Save As and Unsecure dialogs in FS Reader and FS Editor contained various
  bugs related to the file name, folder, and extension shown in the file dialog.
 -Fixed: FS Reader crashed when saving or unsecuring a file on Windows Vista.
 -Fixed: When saving a secure file in FS Reader a "File Unsecured" audit event was 
  incorrectly logged.

Build 4.5.013 (12/08/09)
New Features: 
 +FileSECURE Reader now supports AZS secure viewing for additional CAD formats when
  SolidWorks eDrawings Reader 2010 is installed:
    3DVIA 3DXML Files (.3dxml)
    AutoCAD Files (.dxf, .dwg)
    Pro/ENGINEER Files (.prt, .asm)
    StereoLithography Files (.stl)
    eDrawings Files (.eprt, .easm, .edrw, .eprtx, .easmx, .edrwx)
    SolidWorks Files (.sldprt, .sldasm, .slddrw, .prtdot, .asmdot, .drwdot)
  eDrawings 2010 Reader is a free download obtainable from:
   http://www.solidworks.com/sw/support/eDrawings/e2_downloadcheck.htm
 +Watermarks may now be applied to AZS files (currently watermarks can only be shown for 
  PDF and image file types in FS Reader).
 +Removed simple securing dialog (when securing a file, the advanced securing dialog
  is always shown).
 +Improved functionality and security when viewing secure HTML or TXT files in FS Reader.
 +Updated CHS and CHT documentation to reflect changes in FS 4.5

Bug Fixes: 
 -Fixed issue with certain keyboard shortcuts not working in FS Reader.
 -Fixed miscellaneous inaccuracies in English documentation.
 -Fixed various issues with full-screen mode in FS Reader.
 -Fixed crashes and hangs that occasionally occurred when sending email via SMTP 
  from FS Author/Manager/Super.
 -Fixed incorrect user ID (always “admin”) in notification email when creating new 
  Managers.
 -Fixed bug that prevented the Delete Group operation from working in FS Manager.
 -Improved reliability of AirZip FileSECURE printer removal when uninstalling
  FileSECURE.
 -Fixed issue with inverted colors when viewing certain monochrome secure TIFF 



  images in FS Reader.
 -Labels in AZF/PDF viewer (e.g. find bar) now internationalized for CHS and CHT.
 -When resecuring a file and updating the watermark, the watermark tab is now 
  initialized with the file's current watermark instead of the last-used watermark.
 -Reduced CPU usage of the FS Reader/Editor screen capture blocking module.

Build 4.5.012 (unreleased)

Build 4.5.011 (11/30/2009)
New Features:
 +Adobe Flash (.swf) is now a supported format for secured viewing.
 +Improved stability, functionality, and security when playing media files in FS Reader.
 +English (ENU) Documentation updated to reflect changes in FS 4.5
 +Added web reports hyperlink in Author and Manager reporting dialogs.

Bug Fixes:
 -Fixed missing application icon for FS Reader.
 -Fixed issues with full-screen mode in FS Reader.
 -Offline cache can now be managed when viewing secure SMG, Flash, or media files.
 -Fixed focus issues with PDF/AZF viewer in FS Reader.
 -Improved screen capture detection to reduce number of “false positives”.
 -Fixed crash in screen capture detector when a large number of applications are running.
 -Fixed issue that prevented online Help from working in FS Super.
 -Fixed potential issue with location of FS Author/Manager report DLLs.
 -Fixed incorrect page number when clicking internal hyperlinks in PDF/AZF file
  in FS Reader.
 -Fixed: File name extension filters in FS Editor wizard
 -Fixed: Potential crash when viewing watermarked files in a Remote Desktop session
 -Fixed: Issue with changing visual style in FS Reader and FS Author
 -Fixed: Crash when managing offline cache if cache had expired or if the key cache
  duration was set to 0 for the organization.
 -Fixed: Crash when securing if the FileSECURE printer was not installed.
 -Fixed: Word Close button not working (hid the button).
 -Fixed: OldAccount tag not replaced in Email templates.
 -Fixed Outlook addin not working.
 -Fixed: Various resource issues.
 -Fixed: AzPHA crash when printing directly to the printer.
 -Fixed: Explorer Addin unable to secure multiple files.

Build 4.5.010 (unreleased)

Build 4.5.009 (unreleased)

Build 4.5.008 (09/02/2009) (OFFICIAL FS4.5 RELEASE VERSION)
New Features:
 +Added filtering of accounts (by Server Name and Organization ID) when double-clicking
  an AZS/AZF file to open it.
 +HTML Summary Reports removed from Manager and Author. Web reporting is now the
  preferred method for viewing.
 +AZF/PDF Viewer: Improved load/initialization performance when opening files.

Bug Fixes: 
 -Fixed: Word, Excel, and PowerPoint would occasionally hang when exiting after viewing
  AZS files.
 -Fixed: AZS Word documents with protected areas fail to open in Word 2003.
 -Fixed miscellaneous FS Reader offline mode bugs.
 -Fixed FS Reader bug introduced in 4.5.007 that prevented viewing of secure 3D and SMG
  files.
 -Users with Copy permission (other than file owner/editor) may now copy text to the
  clipboard when viewing files in Word 2007, Excel XP/2003/2007, and PowerPoint
  XP/2003/2007.
 -AZF/PDF Viewer: Fixed anchoring (position of view within page) when zooming in/out in
  page-by-page viewing mode.
 -AZF/PDF Viewer: Fixed occasional page visibility problems when scrolling to the top or
  bottom in page-by-page viewing mode.



 -Download URL in email notification messages updated for v4.5.

Build 4.5.007 (08/24/2009)
New Features:
 +It is highly recommended that FS Server be upgraded to version 4.3.28 before using
  FS 4.5.007 Clients.
 +Client installers have been reduced in size by approximately 7MB each. 
 +FS Reader/Editor now supports viewing and editing Microsoft Office files offline.
 +Improved FS Reader offline login procedure; offline logins are now done through the
  standard FS login dialog.
 +When opening an AZS/AZF file inside IE, FS Reader will open in a new window, instead of
  inside the IE window.  IE embedded mode has been removed.
 +Improved viewing of image file types (GIF, JPEG, BMP, PNG, TIFF, etc) in FS Reader by
  using AZF/PDF viewing engine.
 +The “AuthorPlus” and “S-Author” user types have been removed, because they are
  redundant.
 +The “A-Author” user type has been renamed to “Publisher”.

Bug Fixes: 
 -Added Marquee Zoom to View menu (it was previously only present on the toolbar).
 -Fixed miscellaneous FS Reader offline mode bugs.
 -Fixed corruption of table column header text in FS Author and FS Manager for CHS, CHT,
  and JPN editions.
 -AZF/PDF Viewer: Fixed corruption of non-ASCII characters in AZF watermark text.
 -AZF/PDF Viewer: Searching for text now works in secured PDF files that have the no
  extract PDF security setting.
 -AZF/PDF Viewer: Fixed miscellaneous minor issues with hyperlinks, thumbnails, and page
  numbers.

Build 4.5.006 (06/25/09)
 New Features:
 +DiskSECURE/AutoSECURE has been removed from FS Author, as it will soon be replaced by
  an FS Publisher-based solution with more features and improved reliability.
 +FS Reader secure virtual machine upgraded to use AES-256 encryption for virtual files.
 +Now blocking Wink screen capture program.
 +AZF/PDF Viewer: Added support for crop areas and rotated pages (common in secured
  PowerPoint presentations).
 +AZF/PDF Viewer: Zoom in/out is now anchored to the top left of the viewport.
 +AZF/PDF Viewer: The click-to-zoom feature of the marquee-zoom tool is now anchored at
  the mouse click point.
 +FS Reader now sports a new background as well as cusomizable visual style.

Bug fixes:
 -Fixed installer bug that would cause MSI to auto-repair FS soon after an upgrade.
 -Fixed FS Reader offline mode (missed 4.5.005 build).
 -Profile button was occasionally incorrectly disabled when viewing secure files inside
  MS Office.
 -Readers with copy permission can now unsecure files and copy-to-clipboard when viewing
  secure files inside MS Office.
 -FS Reader sometimes crashed when logging in again after opening a file; login is now
  disabled when a file is open.
 -AZF/PDF Viewer: Fixed issue where selected thumbnail did not always correspond to
  currently selected page.
 -AZF/PDF Viewer: Fixed page layout/visibility issues that occasionally occurred when
  resizing or switching view modes.
 -Upgraded “AirZip FileSECURE” printer to fix crash when securing certain Word documents
  to AZF with hyperlinks enabled.

Build 4.5.005 (06/12/09)
 New Features:
 +Added marquee zoom tool for AZF/PDF viewer in FS Reader.

Bug fixes:
 -Fixed missing resource file issue that affected certain text labels in CHS, CHT and
  JPN editions.



 -Updated copyright year in installers to 2009

Build 4.5.004 (06/05/09) (developer release only)
 New Features:
 +Integrated new AZF/PDF viewer into FS Reader, with the following benefits over the old
  viewer: improved performance, continuous and page-by-page viewing, double-column
  viewing, jump-to-page navigation, support for high zoom levels, thumbnail pane,
  improved text search fidelity and speed, find bar, improved hyperlink support, modern
  look and feel.
 +Custom Permission grid in FS Author/Manager now displays user's first/last name as well
  as user ID.
 +Improved FS Reader startup time.

Bug fixes:
 -Fixed FS Reader startup failure (only affected some PCs).
 -Fixed FS Reader Offline Mode (was not working in previous 4.5 builds).
 -Fixed issue with buttons being incorrectly disabled in FS Manager Category Admin
  dialog.
 -Added missing Microsoft runtime DLL's due to installer update in 4.5.003.

Build 4.5.003 (05/26/09)
 New Features:
 +FS Reader supports secure viewing of Dassault Systemes 3DVIA Composer (SMG) files.
  Requires free 3DVIA Composer Player V6R2009x to be installed. Earlier versions may
  work.
 +Security Detail grid in FS Author now displays user's first/last name as well as
  userID.
 +Improved grids in FS Manager Group and Category dialogs.
  (Note: Grids in FS Author, FS Manager and FS Super will continue to be improved in
   future FS 4.5 updates.)

Bug fixes:
 -Fixed crash (on some PCs only) during FS Author startup.
 -Improved Windows Vista compatibility of all FS installers.

Build 4.5.002 (04/06/09)
 Bug fixes:
 -Installer now creates menu and desktop shortcuts.
 -Renaming files in Grid View now works.
 -Editor Ctrl-S not working when in Excel.
 -Supervisor is now displayed in Manager when searching for Editors in user management
  dialog.
 -FSPrinterMonitor not started by installers.

Build 4.5.001 (03/24/09)
 New Features:
 +New user interface for Author and Reader.
 +New Grid view for Author.
 +Column sizes and last visited directory automatically saved for user in Author.
 +64 bit Manager and Author installers specifically for 64 bit Windows.
 +The CPU usage of FS Reader has been reduced.
 +Prevented Reader from exiting if the file chosen in the initial File Open dialog
  cannot be opened (e.g. because the user does not have permission to view the file).

 Bug fixes:
 -FS Editor would incorrectly determine the Office file type in some cases.
 -The license dialog in FS Super could not be displayed.

======================================================================================
Build 4.4.008 (01/14/09)
 New Features:
 +FS Reader now supports zooming secure PDF or AZF files at up to 500%.

 Bug fixes:
 -More types of hyperlinks are now preserved when securing Word documents



  (especially older ones) to AZF.

Build 4.4.007 (12/20/08)
 New Features:
 +FS Reader now supports cross-document (local file) hyperlinks in Word documents that
  are secured to AZF.
 +FS Reader now supports PDF hyperlinks generated by Neevia and DeskPDF.

 Bug fixes:
 -More types of hyperlinks are now preserved when securing Word documents
  (especially older ones) to AZF.
 -PDF font cache lists are now written to the FileSECURE Application Data folder
  instead of the FileSECURE Program Files folder.
 -A PDF resource directory (Resource\CMap) was occasionally created beneath the directory
  containing the secure file when viewing an AZF file in FS Reader.
 -The help browser fails to open when pressing “Help” from within the FileSECURE
  programs.

Build 4.4.006 (12/07/08)General Availability.
 New Features:
  None. Bug fixes only.
 Bug fixes:
 -Fixes to support PDF hyperlinks created with older versions of Adobe Acrobat.

Build 4.4.005 (11/18/08) BETA release
 New Features:
 +Resend New Account Email Feature
 +When attempting to secure a MS Word or Excel document that is password protected for
  viewing, FileSECURE will now prompt the user to provide the password.
 Bug fixes:
 -Fixes to AZF Viewer.
 -Fixed UI bug (introduced in 4.3.172) that prevented managers from being disabled in FS
  Manager User Administration dialog
 -Fixed reporting/tracking
 Notes:
 1. Since the installers prior to 4.4.005 deleted the AirZip Folder in the
    'All Users\Application Data' folder, the 4.4.005 MSI will be deleted if it
    automatically uninstalls an earlier version. If this occurs, run the installer
    (e.g. FSReaderSetup-4.4.exe) again and it will install the new version. The
    alternative is to uninstall any earlier version first. 
 2. In order to enable hyperlinks when securing MS Word documents using the AZF format, 
    the file "AzfOptions.txt" must be copied to the FileSECURE program directory, e.g.
    "Program Files\AirZip\FileSECURE".  This file is located on the FileSECURE ftp site.

Build 4.4.004 (10/25/08) BETA Release
 New Features:
 +Added FS Reader PDF Hyperlink Support for Link Annotations.
 +Improved PDF viewing and navigation.
 +Added Auto Account Creation (AAC) feature for HKBEA

Build 4.4.003 (10/16/08) BETA Release
 New Features:
 +Support for PDF/AZF hyperlinks has been added to FS Reader 4.4.003. Both internal
  hyperlinks (ones that jump to a specific location within the document) and external
  hyperlinks (e.g. ones that open a web page) are supported.
 Bug fixes:
 -Citrix Single Signon bug fixes.
 -Fix blank AZF/PDF problem (if you open many AZF/PDF files, they start showing up blank.
 -Editor will not start if the system is set offline(this will remain "as is" till we
  implement offline viewing in reader)
 Notes:
 There are some known issues with the PDF/AZF hyperlinks
 -Clicking an internal hyperlink when one of the view options (full-size, fit-to-window,
  or fit-to-window-width) is selected will cause a corrupted page display. For now, do no
  set any of these view options when testing internal hyperlinks. If one of these view



  options is selected, press either zoom-in or zoom-out to deselect the view option.
 -The detection of the hyperlink boundary when you move the mouse over a hyperlink is
  slightly incorrect. The actual hyperlink position is 5-10 pixels to the lower-right of
  the detected position.
 -Hyperlinks fail to work as expected if the page is rotated.

Build 4.4.002 (10/03/08) BETA Release
 New Features:
  None.  Bug fixes only.

 Bugs fixed: 
 -Fixed problem when logging into Client with a different account from
  that used to install - resulting into an infinite loop attempting to
  repair the installation
   
Build 4.4.001 (10/01/08) BETA Release
 New Features:
 +Citrix Single Sign-On (SSO) Support
 +New installers are smaller and quicker than the 4.3 installers
 +Installers will upgrade all previous versions
   
Build 4.3.176 (9/29/08)
 New Features:
   None.  Bug fixes only.

 Bugs fixed: 
 -Fixed installer issues on newly installed "clean" Windows machines.
 
Build 4.3.175 (9/17/08)
 New Features:
   None.  Bug fixes only.

 Bugs fixed: 
 -Fixed Screen Capture Blocking Issue reported by Actify 
 -Fixed Anonymous STMP connection issues 
Notes:
  When viewing secured documents inside Internet Explorer), each document will open a new
  instance of IE. This is different from previous releases where Reader would reuse the 
  same running instance of IE.

Build 4.3.174 (9/9/08)
 New Features:
   None.  Bug fixes only.

 Bugs fixed: 
 -Fixed email template saving and updated for Vista compatibility

Build 4.3.173 (9/2/08)
 New Features:
   None.  Bug fixes only.
 Bugs fixed: 
 -Fixed Citrix SSO login bug for newly installed users
 -Fixed/Rewrote the Actify SpinFire Add-in to fix the release mode bug where the addin
  did not respond

Build 4.3.172 (8/21/08)
 New Features: 
 +Whitelisting for Print Screen
 +Password field added to CSV format when importing users, empty expiry date now allowed
  in CSV file
 +Separate email templates for different functions
 +Email can be sent automatically in the background from Manager when creating new users
 +LDAP integrated and Non-LDAP users can now co-exist in the same FileSECURE Organization

 Bugs fixed: 



 -Delete Key deletes editable contents in the Manager's User Management Dialog and the
  Import User Dialog
 -Fixed Modal dialog issue with Office 2007 - dialogs no longer dissapear behind the main
  application
 -Fixed bug reported by Actify when the Model Compare Plug-in was installed
 -Fixed crash in FSEditorAddin that occurred when "Microsoft RSA SChannel Cryptographic
  Provider" was not available

Build 4.3.171 (6/12/08)
 New Features: 
 +Actify Spinfire Professional addin
 +Individual SMTP accounts for Super and Manager (previously inherited from the server).
  Existing settings will automatically be imported from the Server.
 +SSL is now supported for SMTP email connections.
 +Drag and Drop added to Author tree view. 
 
 Bugs fixed: 
 -Fixed PT #3520 AZPHA error attempting to print to FS printer
 -Fixed PT #3489 The watermark is unrecognizable Code in offline mode.
 -Fixed PT #3521 EmailSECURE incorrectly overwriting message body
 -Fixed PT #3519 Editor Installation error on Vista if no MS Office installed
 -Fixed PT #3518 Installing Reader on Vista fails to register azs/azf file associations
 -Fixed PT #3517 Author fails to install on Vista
 -Fixed PT #3377 SMTP-CHS using ENU mail server will have decoding problem
 -Fixed PT #3513 SMTP email sending not working consistently
 -Fixed PT #3511 Insecure .doc files can be opened in a secure instance of MS Word 2007

Build 4.3.170
 Bugs fixed:
 -Fixed Secure and Send secured message file names.
 -Fixed Outstanding screen capture and white list issues.
 -Fixed (Added) word wrapping for secured text files (.txt,.ini,.bat) in Reader.

Build 4.3.169
 Features Implemented:
 +Configurable whitelisting of Screen Capture, Remote Access and Virtual Machine
  environments.

 Bugs fixed:
 -Fixed PT #3516: Powerpoint crashes or hangs when closing using X.
 -Fixed PT #3515: AZF watermark disappears when going offline to online.
 -Fixed PT #3510: Watermark contains empty user/org ID in offline mode.
 -Fixed PT #3514: Unsecuring occasionally fails.

Build 4.3.168
 Features Implemented:
 +Office 2007 support for editor
 +New screen capture for editor with more informative error report; prevents office
  crashing when screen capture program is detected;
  allows user to quit editor directly from screen capture report dialog.
 +Upgraded to Client API 4.08.01
 +Improved code that checks which version of SpinFire Reader (if any) is installed
 +Removed SpinFire Reader code that opened 3Ds from file (only using the secure method
  now)
 +Increased granularity of zoom-in / zoom-out in DLViewer

 Bugs fixed:
 -Fixed PT#3486: Outlook Addin not working
 -Fixed PT #3514: Unsecuring sometimes fails
 -Fixed PT#3511: Insecure doc files can be opened in a secure 
  instance of Word 2007
 -Fixed PT#3508: Cannot open azs Word document
 -Fixed issue: Watermarks are corrupted when added to PDF version 1.2 files
 -Fixed PT#33503: Resecure Options dialog title is emptyBuild 4.3.167:



Build 4.3.166
 Unreleased internal build only.

Build 4.3.165
 Unreleased internal build only.

Build 4.3.164
 +Upgraded Reader to latest Adobe 8 PDF libraries.
 +Resolved AZF printing issues to certain printers.
 +Improved AZF print speed, especially to PCL printers.
 +Added event logging for Editor.
 +Resolved Reader print logging problem.

Build 4.3.163
 +Added/Checked Audit Print events:
                 HTM/HTML/MHT/XML/TXT
                 * AZF/PDF
                 * JPG/BMP/GIF/other supported image formats
                 * 3D (Actify Spinfire viewer)
                 * SolidEdge
                 (* = added in build 163).

Build 4.3.162
 +Fixed Explorer extension DLL menu issues (currently all information is passed on the
  command line not through an archive file - this may lead to loss of data in some
  circumstances)
 +Added extra parameter for blocking Spinfire Reader menu.
 +Fixed Command line bugs for GUI client command line use (Author and Reader).

Build 4.3.161
 +Upgrade to new Client API - break compatibility with previous versions for security
  reasons.
  NOTE ******** New Clients, Server and license keys are required. ********

Build 4.3.160
 +Added FileSecure Machine ID in About box.
 +Added New Client API + Actify Spinfire Reader Modifcations 4.07.03. 
 +Fixed PT 3498: Resecure azs file in FileSECURE DB, watermark is enabled. 
 +Fixed PT 3499: When selecting a secured file,"secure" and "secure and send" should be
  disabled.
 +Multiple Machine IDs Management Dialog.
 
Build 4.3.159
 +Fixed PT 3492: Watermark history displays incorrectly when watermark is empty 
 +Fixed PT 3495: Resecure a list of files which include azf file, update watermark not
  working 
 +Fixed PT 3496: Resecure multiple files failed. 
 +Fixed PT 3497: Resecure FileSECURE DB files: System pops up secure dialog, not resecure
  dialog. 

Build 4.3.158
 +Fixed: Editor user does not display required machine ID check box correctly.
 +Fixed: Help for Reset Machine ID [CHT].
 +Fixed: Help for Reset Machine ID (ENU/CHS/JPN) [CHT not updated yet].

Build 4.3.157
 +Fixed: Help for Reset Machine ID (ENU/CHS/JPN) [CHT not updated yet].
 +Fixed PT 3484: User with Control permission should have Security Settings menu item. 
 +Fixed PT 3482: Security breach in Editor when connecting via Remote Desktop. 
 +Fix: Disabled users are able to be assigned as Supervisor to Editor. 

Build 4.3.156
 +Launcher Disabled loading Office 2007 (pending fixing security hole).
 +Fixed PT 3479: Open a file in Editor in Owner account, Save as New Secure File not
  working. 



 +Fixed PT 3480: Save as new secure File is not in the FileSECURE? menu list when check
  it in Manager. 
 +Fixed PT 3481: The item "Security settings" in Reader and Editor UI have some problem. 
 +Fixed PT 3483: Save As has problem when user is neither Editor nor Owner 

Build 4.3.155
 +Modify the simple secure dialog, if multiple files selected, will use Preference
 setting.
 +Modify Mode:ModeCopyPerm

Build 4.3.154
 +Modify the error dialogs, only leave the new one for normal error, another older one
  for fatal error.
 +Fixed PT 2251: The Plugin of MS Word 2003 shows a black icon.
 +Modified Error List of files not secured - improve usability and information presented.
 +Add some translated strings in JPN resources.

Build 4.3.153
 +Fixed PT 3473: Expire time still can be set before available time when choosing
  relative time.
 +Modify Editor Permissions: Add mode ModeCopyPerm.
 +Launcher removed support for Office 2000.
 +Fixed PT 3471: azf file recovery not working

Build 4.3.152 
 +Fixed PT 3468: Multi-pages AZF viewer display not clear. 
 +Fixed Author Addins Crashing Power Point and other office applications. 
 +Fixed Author to ensure file expiry date is always later than available date. 
 +Remove the function ChangeTrustSettings?() in launcher
 +Remove registration for FSOWAIE6 in installer, moved to custom installer. 
 +Some code refactoring, output more information to the log file 

Build 4.3.151 
 +Roll back the changes did for PT 3079 (PDF viewer). 
 +Removed old AZF unsecure options that extracted PDFs from azf (JPN). 
 +Fixed PT 3459: Present a message box to tell user which file secure to azs/asf file
  failure. 
 +Fixed PT 3467: JPN version - unsecure problem. 

Build 4.3.150 
 +Fixed PT 3079: When clicking Find in an azf file, watermark text should not be
  searched. 
 +Fixed PT 3454: View three azs picture, only the first one is displayed correctly.

Build 4.3.149
 +Fixed PT 3460: Disk/AutoSECURE crash. 
 +Fixed PT 3464: Double click an azf file in Ridoc folder, open failed.

Build 4.3.148 
 +Fixed PT 3289: Edit two .doc files at the same time in Author, when close them, error
  occurs.
 +Fixed PT 3436: In Ridoc folder , cannot view secured file's properties.
 +Fixed PT 3440: Ridoc - double click azs file should pop up Editor window not Viewer
  window.
 +Fixed PT 3093: In Editor open a ppt.azs file,but can still create a new ppt file.

Build 4.3.147
 +Fixed PT 3291: Track often cause Author crash.
 +Fixed PT 3367: Watermark problem during the first instamce of securing a file to azf
  format.
 +Fix bug: Cancel tracking will cause Author crash.
 +Fixed PT 3375: CHS version - click FileSECURE.

Build 4.3.146
 +Fixed PT 3432: PPT crash when close Editor window.



 +Fixed PT 3437: Sometimes Excel crash but hard to reproduce.
 +Update Actify License, Update CHT Help Files.

Build 4.3.145
 +Fixed PT 3453: Shred can't complete.
 +Fixed PT 3456: Right click cannot work in Author when you do not configure SMTP
  account.
 +Fixed PT 3332: "Ctrl + S" doesn't work in Editor (Word document).

Build 4.3.144
 +Fixed Bug: Update V1.3 of acobh.exe and acobh.dll, open PPT does not deal with /c
  switch.

Build 4.3.143
 +Fixed PT 3371: Editor/Reader does not force new Word instance.
 +Fixed PT 3411: Translation problem of warning message in CHS version.

Build 4.3.141
 +Fixed PT 3431: Offline cache expired cause Reader runtime error.
 +Updated acobl.exe, acobl.exe, acobh.dll, dth.dll, dth.lib.
 +Change FSEditorAddin.

Build 4.3.140
 +Fixed PT 3443: View azf file, "full size" and "fit to window" don't work properly
 +Fixed PT 3406: Editor: Save As to Read only folder does not work correctly.
 +Fixed PT 3412: No message box when you save as new secure file if network is in a
  disabled state.
 +Add feature: Add a FileSECURE menu item.
 +Add feature: Enable the File Save As... menu item regardless of permissions.

Build 4.3.139
 +Fixed PT 3439: JPN version - the relative time of available/expire doesn't work
  correctly.
 +Fixed PT 3436: In Ridoc folder, cannot view secured file's properties.
 +Fixed PT 3435: Author cannot view properties when offline.

Build 4.3.138
 +Fixed PT 3422: PDF_azf file should display landscape page.
 +Fixed PT 3424: Reader--number and up/down key doesn't work when encrypt to azs file.
 +Fixed PT 3430: JPN version-AzPHA.

Build 4.3.137
 +Fix Bug: Fix BCL printer problem.

Build 4.3.136
 +Fixed PT 3294: When securing a file to a destination folder which is read only,the file 
was lost.
 +Fixed PT 3382: The New and Open options in PPT Editor are unavailable.
 +Fixed PT 3415: Choice problem between Editor windows.
 +Fixed PT 3242: Double click an doc.azs file in read only folder, open failed.
 +Fixed PT 3426: Create new file error.

Build 4.3.135
 +Fixed PT 3424: Reader--number and up/down key don't work when encrypting a file as azs.
 +Fixed PT 3428: Checking the the FS properties of file results in an error in Author.
 +Fixed PT 3427: When a user has control permission, they should be able to change the
  Editor.
 +Added Install log file. The custom installer will write errors to a log file on install
  and delete the log file on uninstall.

Build 4.3.134
 +Fixed PT 3423: The view permissions dialog doesn't translate into Chinese.
 +Fixed PT 3425: PPT crash when Editor attempts to open an azs file for which it does not
  have permission.



Build 4.3.133
 +Fixed PT 3404: Log failed--Incorrect internet disconnection warning message.
 +Fixed PT 3396: User from a different Server or Organization can view properties.

Build 4.3.132
 +Fixed PT 3421: The "Secure and Send" option does not work.
 +Fixed PT 3420: Using a normal domain user account to login, system cannot launch
  Editor.
 +Fixed PT 3377: SMTP-CHS using ENU mail server will have decoding problem.

Build 4.3.131
 +Added: New error dialog for securing.
 +Fixed PT 3405: Manager: Some text items in user administration needed additional space.
 +Fixed Bug: If Office applications set "do not trust installed add-ins", Editor start
  failed. 
 +Fixed PT 3411: Translation problem of warning message in CHS version. 
 +Fixed PT 3416: Profile translation problem in Editor. 
 +Fixed PT 3392: Warning display error.

Build 4.3.130
 +Fixed bug: Reader cannot display multi-pages Tiff files. 
 +Fixed bug: Reader image view zoom out incorrect. 
 +Added: New error dialog for securing.
 +Fixed PT 3314: Editor: editing a file then closing it problem (doc & ppt & xls).

Build 4.3.129
 +Fixed PT 3390: When importing a new user, losing Editor account type.

Build 4.3.128
 +Fixed PT 3408: Manager: The message content should translate to Chinese after Reset
  machine ID.
 +Fixed PT 3249: Open xls file in Editor,then open Office Excel,FS addin icon display
  incorrectly. 
 +Fixed PT 3339: Editor affects Outlook's addins when using Word to edit new mail
  message.

Build 4.3.127
 +Fixed PT 3393: Viewing large PDF page size has problem (width:37cm height: 270cm).
 +Fixed PT 3351: Encrypt ppt file to azf failed if you choose "include original file".
 +Fixed PT 3407: Editor: Security settings dialog title bar display incorrect.

Build 4.3.126
 +Fixed PT 3399: Shred original file doesn't work when securing a file
 +Fixed PT 3401: Reset loadbehavior flag when running normal Office.

Build 4.3.125
 +Added: Multi-securing modification - error report message box.

Build 4.3.124
 +Fixed PT 3314: Open Office word failed when Editor is launching.
 +Fixed PT 3371: Editor/Reader does not force new Word instance.
 +Fixed PT 3380: Runtime error box appears when Editor launching.

Build 4.3.123
 +Fixed PT 3393: Unsecure more than one file which include an unsecured file, pop up
  error message.
 +Fixed PT 3394: Editor/Reader explorer extension, unsecure a folder failed.
 +Fixed PT 3383: Securing a text file to azf (include original file) failed.
 +Fixed PT 3387: Multi-securing, has a shredding problem.
 +Fixed PT 3368: After installing FS, view ppt often crash!

Build 4.3.122
 +Fixed PT 3374: After open doc.azs in Editor, normal doc's FS addin in toolbar lost.
 +Fixed PT 3378: The FileSECURE
 +Fixed PT 3384: Reader/Editor, right click a secured file, FileSECURE



Build 4.3.121
 +Added: Implement mouse scroll wheel for PDF viewer.
 +Fixed PT 3363: Author Title bar flashes many times when you secure a file and select
  Advanced.
 +Fixed PT 3381: Ridoc, right click whole folder, there is no Secure option in the
  submenu
 +Modify property page: If user logged in using account from another company, will not
  show the page.
 +Fixed PT 3373: Slow performance when creating a new or opening an existing file in
  Editor.
 +Fixed PT 3305: The version of CHS appears an English dialog.

Build 4.3.120
 +Added right click menu for Reader, similar with the right click menu in Author, without
  the "secure" and "secure and send" items.
 +Modify property page: if user loged in using account from another company, will not
  show the page.
 +Fixed PT 3364: PPT crash when open a View Only azs file and close directly after
  inputting some text.
 +Fixed PT 3372: FS Reader does not use MS Office encryption.
 +Added registry Key: "HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\\Software\\AirZip

2007-08-03: 4.3.119
 +Fixed PT 3365: PowerPoint? AZF printing problems.
 +Fixed Help file Compile error.
 +Modify Office Addin menus. 
 +Fixed PT 3368: after install FS, view ppt often crash! 
 +Fixed PT 3153: Unable to install plugin in Firefox 2.0.0.x 
 +Fixed PT 2635: The OWA Plugin of FireFox? cannot be installed on FireFox? 2.0 Release. 

2007-07-31: 4.3.118
 +Fixed PT 3361: OWA add-in crashes IE when opening PDF 
 +Fixed PT 3347: Runtime error message appears when you open a pdf from IE. 
 +Modify Build_All_Code.sln, add FSOWAIE6.vcproj, then this project will be build
  everytime. 

2007-07-27: 4.3.117
 +Fixed PT 3313: when print out a jpg_azf file, Reader crash! 
 +Fixed PT 3350: print azf file with vertical text flow to printer,the content was
  reversed. 
 +Fixed PT 3357: Reader crash when you open multe-files include azf/azs(some no view
  permission) 
 +Fixed PT 3360: using command line to unsecure file have some problems(v4.3 & v4.2)
 +Fixed Bug: When click in TaskPane? of Office, the TaskPane? will be closed.

2007-07-27: 4.3.116
 +Fixed PT 3353: use AzFsRdr? command line to view a file which is not encrypted, reader
  crash!
 +Fixed PT 3344: Unable to change watermark on files in Ridoc 
 +Fixed PT 3358: Ridoc, securing whole folder has a problem 
 +Fixed PT 3359: azfs commmand line have some problems(login two times and category no
  use) 
 +Fixed PT 3359: Multi-secure--Useless error message when you click No button on warning
  message. 

2007-07-24: 4.3.115
 +Fixed PT 3333: Possible memory /registry corruption when opening multiple Office AZS
  files simultaneously.
 +Fixed PT 3352: unsecure file to current directory failed.
 +Fixed PT 3178: Editor/Reader can access unsecured Word document. 
 +Fixed PT 3316: Security problem with Word add-in. 
 +Fixed PT 3330: Security problem with Excel add-in. 

2007-07-20: 4.3.114



 +Fixed PT 3310: watermark,uncheck show when printing, but it is still displayed when
  print out 
 +Fixed PT 3341: in Outlook, securing mail message failed

2007-07-19: 4.3.113
 +Fixed PT 3325: Cancel printer ,dispaly Reader crashing. 
 +Fixed PT 3343: edit ppt.azs file in Reader then close it , ppt crash! 
 +Fixed PT 3345: When open a file of _jpg.azs or _jpeg.azs,you can't view picture. 
 +Fixed PT 3341: "set permission" dialog is always at the back of window when use US
  server
 +Fixed PT 3346: launch ppt in Reader or Editor, FS addin is still exist in Toolbar
 +Fixed PT 3308: Reset organization manager's Password dispalys minstake information

2007-07-18: 4.3.112
 +Fixed PT 3313: when print out a jpg_azf file, Reader crash!
 +Fixed PT 3320: The unsecure setting isn't error. 
 +Fixed PT 3340: secure outlook mail message ,message box should be in the center of the
  window 
 +Fixed JPN UI problem from NSD. 
 +Fixed PT 3329: view and save ppt in Reader/Editor have some problems 
 +Fixed PT 3335: Office launcher may incorrectly interfere with running Office instances. 
 +Fixed PT 3338: Editor has a problem of security 
 +Fixed FS4.3 Can't install in one machine which is installed FS Version 4.2,but the
  hint message is probably not right.

2007-07-16: 4.3.111
 +Fixed PT 3334: Issues with Office launcher disabling/enabling Office add-ins.

2007-07-13: 4.3.110
 +Fixed PT 3304: Click About in help menu cause Reader window close auto. 
 +Fixed PT 3315: As operating incorrect , Author crash.
 +Fixed ENU clients (Reader) "cannot install" problem. 
 +Fixed different clients can be installed in one machine problem(JPN) 


